SOLAR PEST EXCLUSION KIT - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Warning: Working at height can be hazardous, use appropriate access equipment, such as a roof ladder, scaffolding or mobile elevated work
platform to provide safe, all-round access to the work area. Wear suitable fall arrest equipment and do not work during inclement weather
conditions where ice, high winds, rain or electrical storms could be a hazard.
Warning: Bird droppings and nesting material contain organisms called zoonoses which are capable of transferring many types bacterial and
spore-born disease between the host and humans, including Ornithosis, Chlamydia, E-coli & Salmonella. Nests and feathers can contain biting
insects/parasites including Red Mite, Ticks, and Fleas that can feed on human blood and transfer disease. Always clean the work area
thoroughly with a proprietary avian disinfectant, removing all traces of bird droppings and nest debris (in accordance with local wildlife protection
legislation). Always wear appropriate Personal protective equipment.
Warning: Solar panels are ALWAYS live and supply DC voltage; ensure you fully understand the solar panel system and how to avoid risk of
electric shock prior to commencing work. If in doubt seek professional advice/help from a pest controller, solar panel installer or electrician.

1. Thoroughly clean solar panels (in accordance with manufacturers maintenance instructions) to remove all
traces of faecal matter and nest site debris
2. Wearing protective gloves, cut the welded mesh roll into sections of around 2m length at ground level
to enable easier handling at roof height. Then, using a length of timber as a straight edge, fold the mesh
approximately 8-10 squares in from the outside edge at approx. 30° in order to allow easy positioning
with the solar module retaining clips.
3. Slide the Solar Panel Mesh Clips into position on the return lip on the underside of the solar panel. Use
a minimum of 2 clips on the short side of the panel and 3 clips on the long side. It may be necessary to
use more clips where the sections of mesh overlap.
4. Starting at one corner of the solar array, offer up the first length of mesh with the bent section lowermost
and touching the roof surface, allowing enough addional mesh at the end of the row to cut a neat 45°
section which will later form a corner.
5. Line up the appropriate holes with the solar panel mesh clips and slide the mesh over the serrated shaft
of the clip so that it protrudes through the mesh. Then slide on the locking disc, pushing all the way down
the shaft to pull the mesh close to the solar panel and roof tile. Note: locking mechanism of disc is one way, so
ensure correct alignment before pushing the disc home.

6. Ensure that all adjoining sections of mesh overlap by 8-10 squares and are locked together using a solar
panel mesh clip in the middle.
7. Obstructions such as mounting brackets or cabling should be carefully cut around, ensuring not to leave
any gaps in excess of 50mm that would allow access by pests.
8. On each corner of the solar array cut the adjoining perpendicular mesh channels at opposite angles of 45°
and abut together to form chamfered corners, secure using the cable ties provided.
9. Using the wire cutters provided, neatly trim off the excess mesh flush with the top edge of the solar panel
frame. Then trim off the tails from the mesh clips to give a neat finish.
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